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Conveying Solutions - Tuna
Volta’s innovative belting concept accomodates the Tuna Industry to
the dot. All our belts and belting products are tailored to your demands.

Tuna Cleaning Table Conveyors?
Volta Positive Drive Line offers you the most clever concept in the Tuna
Industry. Easily replaces modular systems, traditional ply belts and
supports your HACCP concept.
These belts will solve your conveying problems while keeping your
downtime and overall costs low.
No slippage and off-tracking of the belt
Smooth homogenous surfaces
Resistant to water, oil and chemicals
No bad odor
Available in Blue, Beige and Off-White
Long lasting
FDA/USDA/EU certified

“I think Volta belts are the best
because they are easily installed and
cleaned. There are no spaces in the
belt for bacteria to harbor, leaving
no bad odor caused by bacteria.”
Mr. Hung, Director of Minh Puh,
a fish processing plant in Vietnam.

Tuna Squeezing and Can Filling
We offer you a wide range of food conveyor belts that are especially
designed for the different tuna processing lines.
Extremely Hygienic
No bad odor
Resistant to decay, rot and abrasion
Available in Blue, Beige and Off-White
Available in all popular sizes
FDA/USDA/EU certified

RCW/ RMW Can Cable
Can Cable belts offer a strong and long lasting solution.
Available in various hardnesses for different applications.
No bad odor
Resistant to decay, rot and abrasion
Strong and hard surface
Easily spliced
FDA/USDA/EU certified
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Welding is an easy and reliable task when using Volta welding tools:
P-200, W-141 and W-142.
Easily Spliced
Long Lasting
Smooth or embossed surface
Resistant to cuts

